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It was found that for Te < ch the c-t plot gave the EQ type profile

provided Te was applied over a sufficiently long duration Ts . For

T > ch, the c-t plot always gave the ER type profile. It is post-

ulated that under the ER type profile the erosion of bed would proceed

indefinitely because the applied bed shear stress is greater than the

shear strength of the bed.

viii) The erosion rate is time dependent for the conditions which give

EQ type profile of the c-t plot, whereas it is time independent

after an initial time dependent phase for the conditions which give

ER type profile.

ix) In order to determine the shear strength Ts of a deposited bed as

a function of the depth below the sediment-eroding fluid interface,

the following experimental procedure is recommended: Form a bed in

the apparatus using the selected sediment and the fluid and measure

the density of the bed as a function of depth. Select a small value

of the normalized excess shear stress, (AT)ex, say 0.1, for increasing

the bed shear stress in the manner of a discretized time-step. Conduct

exploratory tests to determine the Tcr at which surface erosion begins

and to determine the minimum duration of the time step Ts which would

give the EQ type profile. After reforming the bed under the same condi-

tions, beginning with Tel > T cr increase the bed shear stress for the

selected value of (AT)e x and T , and erode the bed layer by layer.

Calculate the erosion rates from all c-t profiles and determine which

profiles satisfy the condition that the erosion rate at the end of the

time step be smaller than a pre-selected small percentage of the initial

high rate of erosion. Profiles satisfying this condition are the EQ type

profiles and hence values of Te used for conducting the experiment


